Attn: Operators, OEM's, MRO's, Distributors

- Trying to hit your sales goal?
- Stumbling over unwanted parts?
- OEM pushouts, excess, inactive or cancellations?
- Need to reduce inventory value before years end?
- Fleet reduction - Downsizing flight department?
- Redundant inventory after consolidation?
- Need cash now?
- Looking to trade / swap?
- Just cleaning house?

BUYING STARTER GENERATORS NOW

Convert your unwanted excess into usable cash or trade-in value today.

Manufacturers include:
- Aircraft Parts Corp. (formerly Unison APC)
- Goodrich Corporation (TRW Lucas/Lear Siegler)
- Goodrich Control Systems (Lucas UK)
- Allied Signal Bendix EPD - Eatontown
- Honeywell Aerospace
- Smiths Industries Aerospace
- General Electric / Leland
- Thales AES (formerly Auxilec, Inc.)

StarterGenerator.com®
5 Grogan's Park Dr. Suite 213
The Woodlands, TX 77380
Ph: 281.298.9779 • Fax: 281.298.9979
Web: www.startergenerator.com
Contact: Garrett W. Schwarz
Email: garrett@startergenerator.com

INACTIVE • SLOW-MOVING • OBsolescence • SURPLUS • EXCESS • LEGACY